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Abstract: Our goal is to create easy modeling framework of operating system, which bears the possibility to simulate various control of parallel running processes and various system architectures, without taking in mind the bottom system hardware and the management of main and secondary (filesystem) memory. The modeling philosophy here is to have one type of building block, the virtual machine which interprets higher programming language statements instead of the simulator/emulator of hardware processor. The control of processes is shifted from the level of discrete atomic machine instructions to the level of higher programming language statements.
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1 Introduction

Several years we use Nachos [1,2], the model of operating system for student’s practices and case studies. This model in C++ bears an easy environment to build, modify and understand the control and work of concurrent processes, memory management and file system. This kind of model is able to exist as an user process, because the real kernel of operating system is not user-accessible (on public domains) and some accessible real kernels (Linux) are for more experienced people only to cope with.

Besides the Nachos, there exist various more or less favorable models/kits of operating systems with different levels of theoretical or practical use. The Flux OS Toolkit [3,4] was created with a goal to get a set of reusable components with well defined function and interface (boot loader, kernel code, drivers…). This should help to the skilled experimentators they don’t need to write everything from scratch or copy and paste from many other implementations. The 2K system [5,6] was created with serious goal to bear an open-source distributed adaptable operating system, which replaces the idea of classical “machine-centric” management with the “network-centric” model. The possibility of distribution is an important feature in the contemporary world of networks and mobile computing. The Plan9 system [7,8] was created with similar purposes having building blocks, pervasive computing possibility and unified access to the files and resources.

The MOSES2 [9,10] environment is a simple model of shared hardware and user processes, where the kernel emulator programs can be easy created in C-language by students. The MTOPS [11] is another different model, which simulates an easy CPU with small instruction set and connected memory. Here the user programs are written in those assembly instructions
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and the kernel of operating system is to be extended by student homeworks. The article [12] describes another hardware simulator with the model of operating system; it is prepared in 8 various levels of complexity for teaching purposes. The article [13] describes another model of “System/161” – hardware simulator with debugging support and “OS/161” instructional operating systems running in it.

This short introduction shows that besides the “habitual” operating systems (although they evolve too) there exist an amount of various implementation projects of special purposed operating systems in range from pure experimental toy–models to the perspective prototypes. The mentioned examples show that modeling and prototyping of the operating systems is focused (not only) to these features:

- an easy environment to build and understand the model of operating system, running as an user process in real computer, independent on any fixed hardware structure
- virtual processor - an emulator of Central Processing Unit hardware, to model the control of the machine instructions flow
- clear interfaces of system components, to be easy understood

Our attempt is to create a new model, which will try to satisfy these features above and it will be useful for study and experimental purposes. Main idea is to use the virtual processor working not at the level of machine instructions, but on the higher level of instruction set, interpreting the scripts they are written in higher language – the C-language here.

2 Placing the Context Switch to the Higher Level

The classical notion of operating system is a software extension of some hardware (processor, memory and interfaces), hence the operating systems were built around the underlying hardware principles, having the legs in wired architecture and the head in user interface. One of the basic low-level functionalities in the operating system kernel is the management of concurrent processes, based on the context switch between them, Fig.1.

![Diagram of process management in operating system](image)

**Fig.1.** The core of process management in operating system.

The creation of Nachos and other similar modeling frameworks of operating systems had to cope first with the problem how to make this low-level functionality being accessible to the study and experiments. The realisation of Nachos is using MIPS simulator of RISC processor,
which is performing the specially prepared program instructions (compiled from C-language). In this case, the experimentator can model and perform an explicit context switch of the processes in his own user environment only, Fig.2.

The processes are composed from low-level machine instructions, but at the higher level they are composed from programming-language instructions/statements. Instead of the processor simulator/emulator, the interpreter of higher-level statements (scripts) can be used and the concurrent management of the processes can be performed and studied at this level. Hence our idea is to model the control and switching of the concurrent processes (simple user programs) to this higher abstraction level, Fig.3.

Fig.2. The process management simulated by Nachos.

Fig.3. The proposed higher level to place context switch.

The advantages of this mentioned modeling paradigm:

- the model/the system is independent on the hardware bottom (no CPU emulation)
- the compiling stage of user programs (scripts) does not exist anymore, the shell-level programming and user process-level programming can be more closer than usual
• the relationship of this model to the hardware is lost: a possibility to create distributed system modules on various communicating platforms

The disadvantages:
• the granularity of process control is not very fine (atomic instructions are here the whole program statements or the parts of scripts and not the machine instructions)
• the relationship of this model to the hardware is lost
• the compilation is hidden in the interpreter engine, the step-by-step interpretation of single statements (of C-language indeed) can be complicated and constrained
• slower run of processes
• by using not the compiler but the interpreter of statements, the code of controlled processes must be rewritten to get run-able structure

Instead of the hardware central processing unit (CPU) simulator in Nachos, we are going to create a virtual machine, which will interpret the higher programming language statements so the processes can be controlled at the statement-timestep granularity.

3 The Virtual Machine Framework

The basic framework of our proposed model is the virtual machine, which is able to interpret some set of programming statements, Fig.4. The one question is what should be this set of statements and the other question is the relationship to the system memory. An interface of the virtual machine can be easy:

    iostrm *run_VM_oneStep (char *statement, int thread);

The user lets to run the machine for one step to read and to interpret the program statement and to make some behavior at the input and output data streams. The thread integer number is a possibility, that the statements can belong to several different threads or processes they run on the one virtual machine. This easy model lets the control of processes to the user (fork, yield, ...), or this model can be more complicated and it can incorporate some control inside. The set of statements/instructions is an reduced subset of C-language to fulfill our modeling goals:

• statements to create/delete data objects (variables, arrays, files)
• control structure statements (if/then/else)
• loop statements – their interpretation needs some control behavior outside
• data manipulation statements (a=b+c)
• input/output statements (create a stream, read/write to it)

The relationship to the system memory can be solved as an memory encapsulation into the virtual machine entity. There is no work with the notion “address”, the machine is working with named and typed variables. The one type of variable can be a file, hence the difference between main memory and filesystem is removed:

    run_VM_oneStep ("openfile("myfile","rw")", 1);
    run_VM_oneStep ("openvariable("x","int")", 1);

As an example, here are two running threads on the virtual machine, they are synchronised with semaphores. They were written in C-language:

```c
Thread1()
{
  for(int i=0;i<2;i++){
    x = i;
    up(a);  // semaphore a: signal
    down(b); // semaphore b: wait
  }
}

Thread2()
{
  for(int i=0;i<2;i++){
    down(a);
    y = x + 1;
    up(b);
    printf("%d",y);
  }
}
```

Using these two threads as the concurrently running processes by our modeling framework they are rewritten, still in C-language, to the form of statements they can be interpreted line by line by the mentioned virtual machine–processor:

```c
i=0;       // Thread1
while(1){  // label-statement
  x = i;
  up(a);
  down(b);
  i++;
  if(i==2)break;  // ignore until '}
}  // goto label

j=0;       // Thread2
while(1){  // label-statement
  down(a);
  y = x + 1;
  up(b);
  printf(y);
  j++;
  if(j==2) break;
}
```
Some user can write his own process scheduler, which will read the process statements and put them to the virtual machine model (`run_VM_oneStep`). The work of this scheduling algorithm is shown in the following example:

**initialisation:**

```plaintext
stream = run_VM_oneStep("stream(st)",2);  // return pointer
signal = run_VM_oneStep("control",1);    // return pointer
signal = run_VM_oneStep("control",2);
```

**introductory statements:**

```plaintext
run_VM_oneStep("int i;",1);  // create this variable, thread1
run_VM_oneStep("int j;",2);  // create this variable, thread2
run_VM_oneStep("int x;",2);
semaphore(a) initialise it  // my control mechanism outside
semaphore(b) initialise it
```

**concurrent (switched) running of two threads 1,2:**

1. run_VM_oneStep("i=0;",1);
2. run_VM_oneStep("while(1){",1);  // save label, thread1
3. run_VM_oneStep("j=0;",2);
4. run_VM_oneStep("while(1){",2);  // save label, thread2
5. down(a) stop the second thread
6. run_VM_oneStep("x=i;",1);
7. up(a) run the second thread
8. run_VM_oneStep("y=x+1;",2);
9. down(b) stop the first thread
10. run_VM_oneStep("i++;",1);
```

Using the `run_VM_oneStep` model of C-statement interpreter is shown in the schematic in Fig.5. The **underlined** statements belong to the implementation of the user, which creates his own model of system control. The **italic** statements are producing easy signals for the control flow outside.

![Fig.5. Using the model of Virtual Machine.](image-url)
4 Teaching and Experimental Purposes

An easy virtual machine entity, as shown in previous text, can be used as a building block to make various models of synchronisation and architecture composition, Fig.6. Besides the Nachos and some partial C-language based models, we prepare a set of assignments for our students to work practices with this presented system philosophy. The practices in labs with many individual students will help to determine an optimal reduced set of statements the virtual machine entity will perform. The building blocks of system (Fig.6) can be generic entities (virtual machines as shown above), or they can bear specialised functionalities (performing database statements, or VRML visualisation/rendering statements, or otherwise). By the experiments, distributable virtual machine entities can be implemented within network servers or can be incorporated to the www browsers.
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Fig.6. An example of joining the building blocks.

Using the Nachos model in our teaching of the operating systems programming has the one disadvantage: the course is 12 weeks long only and the students have various level of programming abilities. Beginning to study the whole system together (process control, memory management and filesystem) is difficult, although the study can be well prepared in partial tasks. The Nachos can be well installed to run and the student gets full information where to and what, but a bulk of C-code and files around him is very noisy at the beginning of the work. The encapsulation of this noise into the one kind of entity (the virtual machine) with clear defined interfaces is user friendly. Moreover, this philosophy is perspective at all, because the paradigm of operating system is not only the extension of bottom hardware, but the encapsulation of the whole system into a box with easy and clear user interface.
5 Conclusions

The virtual machine entity is presented here as an easy one type of building block to create simple models of process control and parallelism. The main idea is to control the process flow at the higher level of its programming statements, which causes raw granularity of process control and loses the relationship of our model to the hardware, but the model has well defined interface at the abstract behavioral level. An application of this modeling philosophy will be in our teaching work, with the experiments to create portable and distributable building blocks and incorporate the building blocks with specialised behavior.
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